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Abstract. The nets-within-nets paradigm provides an innovative mod-
elling technique by giving tokens themselves the structure of a Petri net.
These nets, called token nets or object nets, also support the object ori-
ented modelling technique as they may represent real world objects with
a proper dynamical behaviour. Between object nets and the surrounding
net, called system net, various interaction mechanisms exist as well as
between different object nets. This introduction into the field of object
Petri nets starts with small examples and proceeds by giving formal se-
mantics. Some of the examples are modelled within the formalism of the
Renew tool. Finally the differences between reference and two kinds of
value semantics are discussed.

1 Nets within Nets

Tokens in a Petri net place can be interpreted as objects. In place/transition nets
(P/T nets), in most cases these objects represent resources or indicate the state
of control. More complex objects are modelled by typed tokens in coloured Petri
nets. Object-oriented modelling, however, means that software is designed as the
interaction of discrete objects, incorporating both data structure and behaviour
[1]. From a Petri net point of view it is quite natural to represent such objects
by tokens, that are nets again. We denote this approach as the “nets-within-nets
paradigm”.

In many applications objects not only belong to a specific environment but
are also able to switch to a different one. Examples of such objects are agents,
including the classical meaning of persons belonging to a secrete service, as well
as software modules in the context of agent-oriented programming. In Fig. 1a)
the current environment of agent X is denoted as “location A”, which may be
a logical state or a physical site. The arrow represents a possible transition to
location B. A structurally similar situation is given with a mobile computer
switching between “security environments” A and B (Fig. 1b). In Fig. 2a) the
object is a task to be executed on a machine A together with a plan for the exe-
cution procedure. As before, they can move to machine B. Finally, in Fig. 2b) a
workflow is with an employee A, moving to employee B afterwards. Note, that
in all of these examples, also the internal state of the object is changed when
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Fig. 3. Object system transition with token net

moving to a different location. Abstracting from these examples, we model the
movement or switch of an object X by a transition, which is enabled by the
token “object X”, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, as the object has a dynamical
behaviour, say alternating states p and q, the token is again a marked net. It is
therefore called a “token net”. A token net is also called object net in distinc-
tion to the system net, to which it belongs. The whole system is then called an
object net system or shortly object system. In Fig. 4 the movement of the net-
token is shown as the firing of transition t̂. Obviously, also the token net can fire
autonomously without being moved (Fig. 5). Both, transport and autonomous
firing can interleave, but are to be considered as concurrent actions. This should
be distinguished from a situation, where these transition occurrences are syn-
chronised, i.e. the object moves if and only if some object net transition occurs.
Such an action may be triggered by the object net, by the system net, or by
both of them. Therefore such a situation is denoted by the neutral term “inter-
action”. Interacting transitions are labelled by a corresponding symbol, such as
〈i〉 in Fig. 6. Finally in this introduction we discuss two different semantics of
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Fig. 6. Interaction

object systems, namely value semantics and reference semantics. The difference
between these semantics becomes obvious when objects (in particular agents)
perform concurrent actions at different locations. A single (human) agent can
execute independent actions using his two hands. To improve conceivability we
prefer to speak of a group of agents, an agency. In Fig. 7 such an agency moves
from location A to locations B and C. This means that one or more members of
the agency are doing so. The abstract net form is given in Fig. 8. The concurrent
behaviour of the agency is represented by transitions, labelled 〈i〉 and 〈j〉. The
question now is, what will be the marking after firing the leftmost transition in
the system net? The proposal in Fig. 9 shows references to the object net from
both of the output places of the transition. This can be interpreted in such a
way, that the members of the agency refer to the same action plan as before, but
from different locations. In the graphical representation dashed arrows are used
to distinguish references from the lines used before for linking the object nets. As
the action plan matches the system net, the concurrent actions labelled 〈i〉 and
〈j〉 can be concurrently executed. Later in this paper we discuss how to define
semantics for the corresponding join of these action sequences. Distributed sys-
tems are characterised by the impossibility of direct access to common data. To
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Fig. 9. Reference semantics

meet this paradigm, value semantics have been introduced. Instead of references
identical copies of the object net are assigned to the output places of the system
net transition. This is similar to call by value in procedure parameter passing.
In the running example, with value semantics, from the marking in Fig. 8 we get
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Fig. 10. Value semantics

a successor marking as shown in Fig. 10. Note that normal lines are used again
(instead of dashed arrows).

The nets-within-nets concept was first introduced in the nineteen-eighties as
task/flow-nets, [2–4]. Further results have been published in [5], [6] and [7]. The
relation between reference and value semantics is discussed in [8–10]. Reference
semantics are carefully studied in the theses of O. Kummer [11] and F. Wienberg
[12], in particular in the context of the Renew tool [13]. In the thesis of B. Farwer
[14] value semantics is studied within the framework of linear logic (see also
[15–19]). Recent work with applications to distributed agents, mobile systems,
security problems and socionics can be found in [20–24].

Many references connect Petri net models with object orientation [25–52].
These approaches introduce features of object oriented languages into Petri
nets, like classes and inheritance, and partially also refer to the nets-within-nets
paradigm.

2 Elementary Object Systems

We now formally introduce elementary object systems which form a restricted
class of general object systems. We only allow two types (colours) for places,
namely objects from a given set of object nets (which do not contain token-
nets again) and ordinary black tokens. For general object systems more types
are allowed. By this restriction the model remains simple, yet most important
features can be introduced. To alleviate the distinction between system and
object nets the components of the system net will bear a hat: t̂, p̂, P̂ , T̂ , . . . etc.

Definition 1. An elementary object system is a tuple OS =(SN,ONm0 , �,R0)
where SN is the system net, ONm0 is a finite set {(ON1, m

0
1) . . . , (ONk, m0

k)}
of marked object nets, � is the interaction relation and R0 is the initial marking,
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which are defined as follows. (The sets of places and transitions of all involved
nets are assumed to be finite and disjoint.)

a) A system net is a Petri net SN = (P̂ , T̂ , Ŵ ) where
1. the set P̂ = Pob∪Pbt of places is divided into disjoint sets of object places

Pob and black-token places Pbt, T̂ is the set of transitions,
2. the set of arrows is given as a mapping Ŵ : (P̂ × T̂ ) ∪ (T̂ × P̂ ) → IN. For

Ŵ (x, y) > 0 the arrow (x, y) is called an object arrow if {x, y} ∩ Pob �= ∅
and a black-token arrow if {x, y} ∩ Pbt �= ∅.

b) An object net is a P/T net ON i = (Pi, Ti, Wi) (cf. the Appendix)1.

c) � ⊆ T̂ × T is the interaction relation where T :=
k⋃

i=1

Ti.

d) R0 specifies the initial token distribution, where R0 : P̂ → IN ∪ Bag(ON )
with ON := {ON1, . . . , ONk}. It has to satisfy the condition R0(p̂) ∈ IN ⇔
p̂ ∈ Pbt.

 agent FM.1
at location A

 agent FM.3
at location C

 agent FM.2
at location B

 
location D

water

fire

Fig. 11. Parallel fire extinction by agents

In the example of Fig. 12 an object system OS = (SN,ON , �,R0) is shown,
where ON = {FM.1, FM.2, FM.3}. Black-token arrows of SN can be iden-
tified by their labelling from IN. Hence water is a black-token place, whereas
{A, B, C, D} are object-places. In the initial marking places A, B and C con-
tain the object net FM.1, FM.2 and FM.3, respectively. They have the same
structure and could be generated from a type pattern FM . To keep the formal
definition simple, we start with all instances of such patterns already generated.
The interaction relation is given by corresponding labels in angle brackets:

� = {(refill,a.1), (AtoB,b.1), . . . , (refill,a.2), (AtoB,b.2), . . .}

(the labels are <refill> and <approachFire> in the given cases).
The formal behaviour of this example object system will be defined in the

next section. It is a modification of the well-known fire extinction example of
C. A. Petri [53]: tree agents (or firemen) FM.1, FM.2 and FM.3 are in locations
A, B and C (Fig. 11). The location D is empty. They can change their position

1 It is not very important, which class of Petri nets is chosen for object nets. To keep
definitions simple, we define them as P/T nets (see Appendix).
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Fig. 12. Elementary object net for parallel fire extinction

to location A, fill their bucket2 at a water source, go to location D and help
to extinguish the fire. They do this quite independently. In a modification, that
will be shown later, they will coordinate their actions to form a chain, like
in Petri’s setting. To show progress up to termination the amount of water is
quantified by 5 black tokens, whereas the fire can be extinguished in 3 steps by
removing 3 tokens from the place fire. The final marking includes the place
fireExtinguished and the reader is invited to specify the terminal markings,
i.e. where the agents terminate.

3 Reference Semantics of Object Systems

We start by introducing the notion of a marking for object systems under ref-
erence semantics. Recall that by Definition 1 an object system contains a set
ONm0 = {(ON1, m

0
1) . . . , (ONk, m0

k)} of marked object nets. By omitting the
markings we obtain the set of (unmarked) object nets ON = {ON1, . . . , ONk}.
Hence, in general a marking is given by

2 The bucket is not modelled here, but in a version given later.
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a) a distribution of object nets or black tokens R : P̂ → IN ∪ Bag(ON ) and
b) the vector M = (m1, . . . , mk) with the current marking of each ONi (1 ≤

i ≤ k).

R specifies for each system net place p̂ a number of black tokens (if p̂ is a
black token place) or a multi-set of unmarked object nets (if p̂ is an object place).
Since the elements of ON are unmarked, R can be thought of as a reference to
the object nets. If we abbreviate (m1, . . . , mk) by M and the set of all such
vectors by M we obtain the following Definition 2. By pri(M) we denote the
i-th component mi of M and by Mi→m the tuple, where the i-th component is
substituted by m.

Definition 2. Given an object system OS = (SN,ONm0 , �,R0) we define M
:= {M | M = (m1, . . . , mk)∧mi ∈ Bag(Pi)}. Then a marking of an elementary
object system is a pair (R,M) where M ∈ M and R : P̂ → IN ∪ Bag(ON )
satisfying R(p̂) ∈ IN ⇔ p̂ ∈ Pbt. Specifying M0 by the initial markings of the
marked object nets M0 := (m0

1, . . . , m
0
k) we obtain the initial marking (R0,M0)

of OS.

The occurrence rule for object systems will be introduced in three parts. First
we consider the case when an interaction occurs. In this case we assume that a
system net transition t̂ ∈ T̂ and an object net transition t ∈ Ti of some object
net ONi is activated and both transitions are related by the interaction relation
�. i.e. (t̂, t) ∈ �. This case of the occurrence rule is called an interaction.

Definition 3. (interaction / reference-semantics) Let (R,M) be marking of an
object system OS = (SN,ONm0 , �,R0), t̂ ∈ T̂ a transition of SN , t ∈ Ti a
transition of an object net ON i = (Pi, Ti, Wi) ∈ ON such that (t̂, t) ∈ �. Then
(t̂, t) is activated in (R,M) if:

a) R(p̂) ≥ Ŵ (p̂, t̂)′ONi for all p̂ ∈ •t̂ ∩ Pob
3,

b) R(p̂) ≥ W (p̂, t̂) for all p̂ ∈ • t̂ ∩ Pbt
4 and

c) t is activated in m = pri(M) (see Appendix).

This is denoted by (R,M)[t̂, t〉. Let be m[t〉m′ (w.r.t. ONi, see Appendix). In
this case the successor marking (R′,M′) of OS is defined by

a) R′(p̂) = R(p̂) − Ŵ (p̂, t̂)′ONi + Ŵ (t̂, p̂)′ONi for all p̂ ∈ Pob.
b) R′(p̂) = R(p̂) − W (p̂, t̂) + W (t̂, p̂) for all p̂ ∈ Pbt.
c) M′ = Mi→m′ .

This is denoted by (R,M)[t̂, t〉(R′,M′).

3 Ŵ (p, t)′ONi denotes the multi-set containing one element ONi with multiplicity

Ŵ (p, t). Hence ≥ denotes the superset relation of multi-sets.
4 ≥ denotes the ordering relation of IN.
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In our running example of OS from Fig. 12 with (R,M) = (R0,M0), t̂ =
refill, ON = FM.1 and t = a.1 we obtain (R,M)[refill, a.1〉(R′,M′) where
R′ = R and M′ = M1→m1 and m1 = {q.1}, i.e. fireman FM.1 fills his bucket.
In a further step (R′,M′)[AtoB, b.1〉(R′′,M′′) a marking (R′′,M′′) is reached
where place B contains two token nets, namely R′′(B) = 1′FM.1+1′FM.2 and
M′′ = ({q.1}, {p.2}, {p.3}). In this step fireman FM.1 approaches the fire by
moving to location B.

If a system net transition is activated without being included in the inter-
action relation, a chosen object net does not change its current marking. As it
changes its location in the system net such an occurrence is called a transport.
The following definition can be seen as the special case of Definition 3 where the
involved object net is not changed, i.e. M′ = M 5.

Definition 4. (transport / reference-semantics) Let (R,M) be a marking of an
object system OS = (SN,ONm0 , �,R0), t̂ ∈ T̂ a transition of SN , such that
t̂ /∈ dom(�) := {t̂1 | ∃t : (t̂1, t) ∈ �}. Then t̂ is activated in (R,M) if there is an
object net ONi such that

a) R(p̂) ≥ Ŵ (p̂, t̂)′ONi for all p̂ ∈ •t̂ ∩ Pob,
b) R(p̂) ≥ W (p̂, t̂) for all p̂ ∈ • t̂ ∩ Pbt

Since we use τ for the empty action, this is denoted by (R,M)[t̂, τ〉. In this case
the successor marking (R′,M′) is defined by

a) R′(p̂) = R(p̂) − Ŵ (p̂, t̂)′ONi + Ŵ (t̂, p̂)′ONi for all p̂ ∈ Pob.
b) R′(p̂) = R(p̂) − W (p̂, t̂) + W (t̂, p̂) for all p̂ ∈ Pbt.
c) M′ = M

This is denoted by (R,M)[t̂, τ〉(R′,M′).

In the example of OS from Fig. 12 there is no transport as all system net
transitions are labelled for interaction. But we can easily modify the example
by deleting all the labels <retreat> in both the system net and all the object
nets. Then we obtain the same behaviour as before since there is no different
possibility to move for the firemen in the corresponding cases (and their marking
did not change anyway). As mentioned in Section 1 object nets may change their
state without moving:
Definition 5. (autonomous action / reference-semantics) Let (R,M) be a
marking of an object system OS = (SN,ONm0 , �,R0) and t ∈ Ti a transi-
tion of an object net ON i = (Pi, Ti, Wi) ∈ R(p̂) for some p̂ ∈ P̂ , such that
t /∈ range(�) := {t1 | ∃t̂ : (t̂, t1) ∈ �} and t is activated in ONi. Then we say
that (τ, t) is activated in (R,M) (denoted (R,M)[τ, t〉). The successor marking
(R′,M′) of OS is defined by

a) R′ = R.
b) M′ = Mi→m′ if m[t〉m′ for pri(M) = m.
5 Definitions 3 and 4 could be easily merged. This is not done to emphasise the dif-

ferences.
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This is denoted by (R,M)[τ, t〉(R′,M′).

Definition 6. For the new alphabet Γ := (T̂ ∪ {τ}) × (T ∪ {τ})\(τ, τ), where
(τ, τ) denotes the neutral element of the free monoid Γ ∗, we define:

a) (R,M)[τ, τ〉(R′,M′) if (R,M) = (R′,M′) and
b) (R,M)[w̃(t̂, α)〉(R′,M′) if ∃(R′′,M′′) : (R,M)[w̃〉(R′′,M′′) and

(R′′,M′′)[t̂, α〉(R′,M′) for some w̃ ∈ Γ ∗, t̂ ∈ T̂ ∪ {τ} and α ∈ T ∪ {τ}.

The examples of transition occurrences given before lead to the following
occurrence sequence: (R0,M0)[(refill, a.1), (AtoB, b.1)〉(R′′,M′′).

4 Object Interaction, Object Creation and Renew

In this section we extent the definition of elementary object systems to include
interaction between objects (with respect to reference semantics). Furthermore
we show how these concepts are represented in the Renew tool which includes
the creation of object nets.

4.1 Object Interaction

Interaction between object nets is very similar to interaction of system and
object nets. But there are good reasons to define them separately. Interacting
transitions of different object nets are represented by the interaction relation σ.

Definition 7. The object-object-interaction-relation σ is defined as a set of
pairs (ti, tj) of transitions ti and tj of different object nets ONi and ONj . The
relation is supposed to be symmetric ( i.e. also contains (tj , ti)) but irreflexive.
Furthermore, to have a simpler formalism it is supposed to be disjoint with the
interaction relation � in the following sense: (�, σ) are separated if (t1, t2) ∈
σ ⇒ �t1 = �t2 = ∅ 6.

As for autonomous occurrences object nets may interact without moving.
This is restricted, however, to the case where the object nets are locally “near”,
which is formalised as to be in the same place.

Definition 8. (object-object-interaction / reference-semantics) Let (R,M) be
a marking of an object system OS = (SN,ONm0 , �,R0) and p̂ ∈ P̂ a place
containing two different object nets ON i = (Pi, Ti, Wi) and ON j = (Pj , Tj, Wj),
i.e. ONi +ONj ≤ R(p̂). Then ONi and ONj can interact in (R,M) if there are
transitions ti ∈ Ti and tj ∈ Tj such that

a) tu is activated in mu = pru(M) for both u ∈ {i, j}.
b) (ti, tj) ∈ σ.

6 �t = {t̂ | (t̂, t) ∈ �}
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<approachFire>

<refill>
<extinguish>

[exchange] [exchange]

<retreat>FM.i

:approachFire()

:retreat()

[]

:exchange() :exchange()

:extinguish()
:refill()

a) b)
Fireman

Fig. 13. Fireman with bucket exchange for the net a) of Fig. 12 and b) of Fig. 14

This is denoted (R,M)[τ, ti|tj〉. The corresponding successor marking (R′,M′)
of OS is defined by

a) R′ = R.
b) M′ = (Mi→m′)j→m′′ if mi[ti〉m′ and mj [tj〉m′′.

This is denoted by (R,M)[τ, ti|tj〉(R′,M′).

To give an example we substitute the object nets FM.1, FM.2 and FM.3 from
Fig. 12 by three copies of the net from Fig. 13a) for i = 1, 2, 3. The modification
is the following. Each fireman can proceed only one step by a transition labelled
<retreat> or <approachFire>. Between these steps there has to be a step with
<refill>, <extinguish> or [exchange]. Transitions of different object nets
labelled by [exchange] are in the object nets interaction relation σ which is
indicated by brackets [ and ]. Such an interaction can occur only in the “rendez-
vous”places B and C, where they exchange their full and empty buckets. The
resulting behaviour is a firemen chain as in Petri’s original example: each fireman
moves only between two neighbouring places, whereas the buckets move from
the water to the fire and back. The place in the middle of FM.i is redundant: if
marked the fireman has a full bucket.

4.2 Object Creation and the Renew Tool

The Renew tool allows to design and simulate the example nets in a closely re-
lated manner. The system net from Fig. 12 is shown as a Renew model in Fig. 14.
There are only little differences. For instance, black tokens are represented by
[] and integer weights n by n such token symbols separated by semi-colons.

The three object nets of the example of Fig. 12 are similar in structure and
differ only in the identifiers of places and transitions. The Renew tool supports to
define object nets as patterns and to generate instances at simulation runtime.
Such a creation is executed by the transition which is placed in the leftmost,
upper part of Fig. 14. By the inscription f1:new Fireman an instance of the net
Fireman (see Fig. 13b)) is created with a new identifier Fireman[n], where n is
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f1
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f f f f

f

f

f

fff

f:approachFire() f:approachFire()

f:retreat() f:retreat()

f:refill() f:extinguish()

f1 f2

f1:exchange()
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CtoBBtoA

Refill Extinguish
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f f

ff
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f:retreat()

f1 f2
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DtoC D

ExchangeC

f3

Fire

Ashes

f3: new Fireman

f1: new Fireman

[]
[];[];[]

[];[];[];[];[]

[];[];[]
FireExtinguished

f2:exchange()

f1:exchange()

f2: new Fireman

Water

Fig. 14. Fire extinction net modelled with the Renew tool (system net)

an identifier chosen by the tool. Then a reference to this instance is introduced
from the place A (by the arc labelled f1)7. In total, the transition creates refer-
ences to three different object nets in the places A, B and C, 5 black tokens in
Water and 3 black tokens in Fire.

An inscription like f:approachFire() is called a downlink and is related to
a corresponding uplink :approachFire() in the net which is referenced by f (see
Fig. 13). The semantics of this pair is the same as for the interaction relation
pair (AtoB,b1) ∈ � of Fig. 12. Object-object-interaction is implemented quite
different, namely also by down- and uplinks. For such an interaction an extra
transition is introduced, like the transition ExchangeB in the Renew example
net. The downlinks f1:exchange() and f2:exchange() contain references to
nets in the place B (say Fireman[1] and Fireman[2]) to synchronise two of
their transitions labelled by an uplink: exchange(). Hence, the behaviour is like
the object-object-interaction in the formal definition.

The nets-within-nets paradigm in Renew is not restricted to a 2-level hier-
archy: in fact, there is no hierarchy necessary at all. We add a 3-level version of
the fire extinction example, where the buckets form an additional level: Fig. 15
and 16. The bucket has two states: empty and full. The initial state is intro-
duced by the transition with uplink :new(), which is executed when the net
instance is created (by firing the transition with downlink b:new Bucket in the
net Fireman). It is also interesting to observe how the exchange of a full and
an empty bucket is implemented by the transition ExchangeB or ExchangeC. In
the first case the fireman in place B, which is referenced by f1, executes the
transition with uplink :exchange(be,bf) whereas a second one, referenced by

7 For details see the documentation of the tool at http://www.renew.de.
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Fig. 15. Three-level fire extinction net modelled with the Renew tool (fireman and
bucket net)
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Fig. 16. Three-level fire extinction net modelled with the Renew tool (system net)

f2, does the same for :exchange(bf,be). Hence the empty bucket (referenced
by be) and the full bucket (referenced by bf) are exchanged.

Note that the system nets of the 2-level model (Fig. 14) and the 3-level model
(Fig. 16) are very similar, showing the abstraction power of the nets-within-nets
modelling paradigm.
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5 Value Semantics of Object Nets

In this section value semantics, as introduced in the introduction, will be defined
formally. We start with a general definition which will be refined in two following
subsections to distributed tokens semantics and history process semantics. To
keep definitions simpler, weights of system nets arrows different to 1 are not
considered in this section (i.e. Ŵ maps to {0, 1} instaed of IN).

5.1 Value Semantics of Object Nets: General Definition

In value semantics each object net instance has its own state (marking), which
is formalised by the following set ONm.

Definition 9. Given an elementary object system OS = (SN,ONm0 , �,R0) as
in Definition 1 with ON = {ON1, . . . , ONk}, we now define ONm :=
{(ON1, m1), . . . , (ONk, mk) | (m1, . . . , mk) ∈ M}.

Then a marking of an elementary object system under value semantics is a
mapping

V : P̂ → IN ∪ Bag(ONm)

satisfying V(p̂) ∈ IN ⇔ p̂ ∈ Pbt. The initial marking V0 has to meet the condition
V0(p̂)(ONi, m

0
i ) = R0(p̂)(ONi), when p̂ is an object place and V0(p̂) = R0(p̂)

otherwise.

When an interaction occurs with a transition, where several marked object
nets are involved at the input side, some kind of unification of their current
state (marking) is to be constructed. This corresponds to the collection of partial
results (of concurrent computations) to a consistent state, unifying these partial
states. The definition of such a function unify is left unspecified in the following
definition, but made explicit in the subsequent subsections. In a symmetric way,
for the output-places a function distribute is introduced, which constructs from
the state (marking m) a tuple (mp̂1 , ..., mp̂q) of states (markings) for the object
nets to be created in the output places (p̂1, ..., p̂q) of the transition.

Definition 10. (interaction / value-semantics) Let V be a marking of an el-
ementary object system OS = (SN,ONm0 , �,R0), t̂ ∈ T̂ a transition of SN ,
t ∈ T a transition of an object net ON i = (Pi, Ti, Wi) ∈ ON such that (t̂, t) ∈ �.
Then (t̂, t) is activated in V if for each input place p̂ ∈ •t̂ ∩ Pob there is a
submultiset Vp̂ ⊆ V(p̂) such that

a) Ṽp̂ = Ŵ (p̂, t̂)′ONi for all p̂ ∈ •t̂ ∩ Pob for all p ∈ •t ∩ Pob,
b) V(p̂) ≥ W (p̂, t̂) for all p̂ ∈ • t̂ ∩ Pbt and
c) m = unify({m1 | (ONi, m1) ∈ Vp̂ ∧ p̂ ∈ •t̂ ∩ Pob}) is defined and t is

activated in m, where unify is a partial mapping from the set 22Pi of all
marking sets of ONi to the set 2Pi of markings of ONi.

This is denoted by V[t̂, t〉. Let be m[t〉m′ (w.r.t. ONi, see Appendix). In this case
the successor marking V′ of OS is defined by
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a) V′(p̂) = V(p̂) − Vp̂ + Ŵ (t̂, p̂)′(ONi, mp̂) for all p̂ ∈ Pob where mp̂ comes
from (mp̂1 , ..., mp̂q) ∈ distribute(m′) and {p̂1, ..., p̂q} = t̂•. Distribute is a
mapping from the set 2Pi of markings of ONi to the set (2Pi)q of all q-tuples
of markings of ONi, where q is the number of output-places of t̂.

b) V′(p̂) = V(p̂) − W (p̂, t̂) + W (t̂, p̂) for all p̂ ∈ Pbt.

This is denoted by V[t̂, t〉V′.

The definitions for transport and autonomous action are similar and omitted
here.

5.2 Distributed Tokens Semantics

In distributed tokens semantics the tokens of those object nets, whose copies are
distributed to the output-places of a transition are distributed as well, in such a
way that they form the original marking when taken all together. Hence instead
of Fig. 10 a successor marking like in Fig. 17 is appropriate.

Definition 11. (interaction / distributed tokens semantics) Distributed tokens
semantics is obtained by defining the (total) mappings unify and distribute of
Definition 10 as follows:

unify{m1, ..., ms} :=
s∑

i=1

mi

and distribute(m′) := {(m1, ..., mq) |
q∑

i=1

mi = m′}
(Recall that markings are multi-sets and the sum is the multi-set addition.)

In Fig. 18 successor markings of Fig. 17 are shown illustrating the application
“unify”of Definition 11. The figure contains two markings, namely before and
after the occurrence of the rightmost transition. The selection of tokens from the
image of the mapping distribute is nondeterministic. There are also selections
that are “wrong” in the sense that subsequent occurrences are different or im-
possible. This feature is much like nondeterministic firing of Petri net transitions
in general, where conflict solution is left out of consideration.

5.3 History Process Semantics

A different strategy of token distribution is followed by history process seman-
tics. Here all output transitions are supplied with the same information. Then by
the subsequent behaviour the appropriate selection is chosen. In order to check
whether concurrent executions are consistent instead of markings, processes (oc-
currence nets) are used as state information. There is a well-developed theory
of processes which is not repeated here (see [54] for instance). We mention that
there is a partial order on the set of all processes of a net and a well-defined
operation “least upper bound”, which is used in the following definition.

In Fig. 19 the place p̂ contains the initial process of the object net (which is
omitted in the place). After the occurrence of the interaction (â, a) the output-
places q̂ and r̂ are marked with the corresponding enlarged processes. Finally
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Fig. 17. Successor marking for Fig. 8 with respect to distributed tokens semantics
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r

< i >

< j >

< i >

< j >

< i >

< j > < i >

< j >

Fig. 18. Successor markings for Fig.17 with respect to distributed tokens semantics

from the processes in ŝ and ŝ′ (see Fig. 20) the least upper bound is constructed
and then enlarged by the transition b and added to all output-places of ê.

Definition 12. (interaction / history process semantics) History process se-
mantics is obtained by defining the mappings unify and distribute of Defini-

tion 3 as follows: unify{proc1, ..., procs} :=
s⊔

i=1

proci and distribute(proc′) :=

{(proc′, ..., proc′)}, where
s⊔

i=1

proci is the least upper bound of all processes proci

and proc′ the least upper bound enlarged by the transition t 8.

8 Recall that the transition is not activated, if the least upper bound does not exists.
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Fig. 19. Initial and first successor markings with respect to history process semantics
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Fig. 20. Successor markings for Fig. 19 with respect to history process semantics

6 Agency under Reference and Value Semantics

In this section we will use a simple example (due to M. Köhler) to explain
differences between the introduced semantics. An agent or an agency is designed
to first get some money by visiting a bank (3 units of money in our case). Then
the agency has to buy flowers uptown (for 1 unit of money) and independently
to buy jewels downtown (for 2 units of money). Finally they return from up- and
downtown to meet together and deliver their shoppings. We consider 4 different
scenarios system 1 to system 4 in Fig. 21 to 24. In each of these cases we consider
the three introduced semantics reference semantics (ref-semantics), distributed
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tokens value semantics (dt-semantics) and history process value semantics (hp-
semantics). The behaviour is called correct if there is an occurrence sequence that
marks exactly the terminal places9 in system and object nets, when started with
the given initial marking. As discussed above, in particular with dt-semantics
there may be correct and incorrect behaviours from the same initial marking.

1. Object system 1 (Fig. 21)
a) ref-semantics: correct, b) dt-semantics: correct, c) hp-semantics: correct.

2. Object system 2 (Fig. 22)
a) ref-semantics: correct, b) dt-semantics: not correct (downtown agency
member has no money), c) hp-semantics: not correct (downtown agency
member has no money).

3. Object system 3 (Fig. 23)
a) ref-semantics: not correct (2 <visit bank>-actions are impossible), b)
dt-semantics: not correct (only one agency member has money.), c) hp-
semantics: correct.

4. Object system 4 (Fig. 24)
a) ref-semantics: not correct (2 <buy jewels>-actions are impossible), b)
dt-semantics: not correct (not enough money for both agency members: de-
tected by paying since at least one agency member has not enough money),
c) hp-semantics: not correct (not enough money for both agency members:
detected by joining since the unify-function is undefined).

Object system 3 (Fig. 23) is of particular interest as this case shows a differ-
ence between dt- and hp-semantics. The concept behind hp-semantics is similar
to transaction handling in distributed data base systems. Such a transaction
is considered consistent if it computes consistent results in all sites of the dis-
tributed data base system. The <visit-bank>-transition is executed uptown and
downtown, and latter tested on consistency by the last system net transition.

In Fig. 25 two distributed data base systems DB1 and DB2 are represented
by a simple system net. The object net reads the value of data x (either x = 0 or
x = 1) and terminates with transition end consistency check, which in fact
behaves like a consistency check under hp-semantics.

7 The Garbage Can Example

This section contains a larger example modelled with the Renew tool. Hence,
reference semantics is used. It represents a system of agents that behave partially
independent and interact in various ways. This example shows how the nets-
within-nets paradigm provides a transparent modelling concept for representing
objects of the real world by highly independent, but interacting net instances.

The example comes from a project of socionics [22], where knowledge from
social sciences and multi-agent systems are combined to profit from each other.

9 A place is called terminal if it has no output-transitions.
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Fig. 25. Consistent distributed reading

It refers to a subfield of organisational theories, where the laws of anarchic be-
haviour in academic organisations are studied [55]. Following this paper, such
organisations - or decision situations - are characterised by three general prop-
erties. The first is problematic preferences. In the organisation it is difficult to
impute a set of preferences to the decision situation that satisfies the standard
consistency requirements for a theory of choice. The organisation operates on the
basis of a variety of inconsistent and ill-defined preferences. It can be described
better as a loose collection of ideas than as a coherent structure; it discovers pref-
erences through action more than it acts on the basis of preferences. The second
property is unclear technology. Although the organisation manages to survive
and even produce, its own processes are not understood by its members. It op-
erates on the basis of simple trial-and-error procedures, the residue of learning
from accidents of past experience, and pragmatic inventions of necessity. The
third property is fluid participation. Participants vary in the amount of time
and effort they devote to different domains; involvement varies from one time
to another. As a result, the boundaries of the organisation are uncertain and
changing; the audiences and decision makers for any particular kind of choice
change capriciously.

The authors in [56] distinguish the three notions of problems, solutions, par-
ticipants and choice opportunities. Problems are the concern of people inside and
outside the organisation. A solution is somebody’s product. Despite the dictum
that you cannot find the answer until you have phrased the question well, you
often do not know what the question is in organisational problem solving until
you know the answer. Participants come and go. Substantial variation in partic-
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ipation stems from other demands on the participants’ time (rather than from
features of the decision under study). Choice opportunities are occasions when
an organisation is expected to produce behaviour that can be called a decision.
Opportunities arise regularly and every organisation has ways of declaring an
occasion for choice. Contracts must be signed; people hired, promoted, or fired;
money spent; and responsibilities allocated. The dynamic behaviour is the highly
concurrent composition of a stream of choices, a stream of problems, rate of flow
of solutions and stream of engaged participants. Where they meet and interact
in a unpredictable way is called a garbage can.

To get an approximate but more concrete impression of the model, the au-
thors of [56] reconsidered the finale of the James Bond movie, “A View to a
Kill”. Agent 007 poises on the main cable of the Golden Gate Bridge, a woman
in distress clinging to his arm, a blimp approaching for rescue: the blimp is a
solution, 007 a choice opportunity, and the woman a problem. In the movies’s
happy ending, the hero is finally picked up, together with the woman, and a
solution by resolution takes place; the problem is solved.

Now imagine numerous blimps, women, and heroes, all arriving out of the
blue in random sequence. Heroes take their positions on the main cable. Women
cling to heroes, blimps hover above the scene. Heroes are able to hold an un-
limited number of women, but the blimp’s carrying capacity is limited; heroes
with too many women cannot be rescued. Blimps retrieve rescuable, i.e., not-
too-heavy, heroes. Women in distress are aware of that and switch heroes op-
portunistically, choosing the hero closest to retrieval. (In our model, however,
women choose heroes nondeterministically.)

Since women, as well as blimps, make their choices simultaneously, but in-
dependently of each other, a light hero, on the verge of rescue, may suddenly
find himself overburdened. Heavy heroes, in turn, may become rescuable all of
a sudden as their women desert them. This mechanism, called “fluid participa-
tion”, creates the possibility of nonsensical solutions or non-solutions. Women
may switch heroes too swiftly and end up with an overburdened hero each time;
then, problems are not solved. Or heroes are rescued just as all women have
left; then, a “decision by flight” is made. Finally, heroes may be salvaged upon
arrival at the scene before any woman in distress has a chance to grab their
arm; then “decisions by oversight” are said to be made. Nevertheless, decisions
by resolution do occur. Fig. 26 shows the system net, called bridge, containing
the creation of the agents woman (by the annotation woman:new woman) and,
similarly of the agents hero and blimp. The modelling of different locations for
the heroes on the bridge is omitted, but could be easily added. The heroes
can move to the (common) place heroes on cable and are able to cling one or
more women. By the transition rescue they are picked up by a blimp, which may
continue its flight to the hangar by transition fly. As example of a runtime shot
in Fig. 26 the instances of agents woman[1], hero[3], hero[4] and blimp[1]
are shown. The instance blimp[1] is drawn from the pattern blimp, as shown
in Fig. 28. Within the place heroes on cable there are two instances hero[3]
and hero[4] of the class hero. Fig. 27 gives the classes of hero and woman.
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Fig. 26. The garbage can object system: bridge

Each hero counts the number of object net instances woman picked up by
him (see place counter in the net hero). If there are too many (≥ 3 in our case)
transition rescue cannot fire for this blimp (see leftmost transition of blimp
in Fig. 28). All down- and uplinks are given in the nets as declarations. This
allows for better reading and understanding, but is not supported by the tool.
As a modelling style a hierarchy is respected, such that downlinks refer to the
next lower level only. By this it is demonstrated how the object-relation to be
contained in is represented in our modelling style.
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Note how the change of woman[4] from hero[3] to hero[4] works in this
example. woman[4] is restricted to communicate only via “her” hero[3], who
has to forward the procedure call. hero[3] has, in turn, also no direct access
to hero[4]. Instead, he uses the common level bridge by the transition swap.
This mimics reality, where a communication medium is always necessary (e.g.
by sight, by mobile phone, by Internet).

This example of garbage cans can be seen as a prototype to other applica-
tions of interacting agents, for instance workflow or flexible manufacturing. In
the latter case the bridge stands for the machine configuration, the blimps for
a conveyors, heroes and women parts to be processed. Furthermore a “produc-
tion plan” could be added as a further object net, which takes control over the
production order, assembly, disassembly etc.

8 Conclusion and Current Research

We have shown that object Petri nets provide a “natural” modelling method,
which is easy to understand and is supported by an appropriate tool. The nets-
within-nets concept reduces much of the complexity (e.g. readability, simpler
arc inscriptions, modular structure) that would result in modelling the same
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application by ordinary coloured nets. This is partially a result of the direct rep-
resentation of object relations like “belongs to” or “is in location”. Furthermore
these concepts lead to natural representations of typical properties in distributed
systems or mobile computation.

Due to space limitations, it was not possible to present formal results and
further modelling examples in application domains. We therefore we give some
references to related current research. More definitions, results and examples con-
cerning the concept of history process semantics are given in [6] and [9], whereas
distributed tokens semantics are studied in [20, 21, 57–60]. The latter group of
references contains results on unbounded marking recursion, concurrency notions
and decidability properties of object Petri nets. Modelling mobility and security
properties is investigated in [61] and [62]. The bucket-chain example is extended
to processor failure (fireman failure) and analysed using the MAUDE tool in
[63]. There are also results on pattern based workflow design using reference
semantics [64] and a proposal for structuring agent interaction protocols [65].
Model checking for object Petri nets via a translation into Prolog is introduced
in [66] while some foundations of dynamic Petri net structures can be found in
[67]. Fehling’s concept of hierarchical Petri nets [68] is extended to a class of
object Petri nets in [69]. The monograph [22] (in German) reports numerous
results on the use of object Petri nets in socionics (also see [70]). Applications
to flexible manufacturing systems can be found in [71] and [72].

Appendix: Basic Concepts

Multi-sets: Let A �= ∅ be a set. A multi-set s over A is a mapping s : A → IN,
which associates to each element a ∈ A a non-negative integer coefficient (or
multiplicity) s(a). We denote by Bag(A) the set of multi-sets over A. A multi-set
will be represented as the symbolic addition of its components: s =

∑

a∈A s(a)′a.
Let s1 and s2 be two multi-sets defined over the same set A. The addition of
multi-sets is defined by s1 + s2 =

∑

a∈A(s1(a) + s2(a))′a. On the other hand,
s1 ≥ s2 when for each a ∈ A, s1(a) ≥ s2(a). The difference operation extends
the corresponding set-operation by (s1 − s2)(a) := max(s1(a) − s2(a), 0). For
short, ∅ will be used to denote the empty multi-set.

Place/Transition nets: A Place/Transition net (P/T net) N = (P, T, W ) is
defined as follows.

1. P and T are finite and disjoint sets of places and transitions, respectively,
and W : (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → IN is the set of weighted arrows.

2. Specifying a marking m : P → IN we obtain a marked P/T net (N, m0).
Markings are considered as multi-sets over P .

3. For each t ∈ T let be PRE(t) and POST (t) the multi-sets over P defined
by PRE(t)(p) := W (p, t) and POST (t)(p) := W (t, p), respectively. Then
t ∈ T is activated in a marking m if PRE(t) ≤ m (denoted m[t〉) and
the transition relation is defined by: m[t〉m′ :⇔ PRE(t) ≤ m ∧ m′ =
m − PRE(t) + POST (t). m′ is called successor marking of m (w.r.t. t).
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